
19M  
patients  

and caregivers  
view WebMD TV  

annually.

Holistic engagement for hospital 
TV audiences is finally here.  
Get WebMD TV.
Improve the hospital TV experience and build your brand reputation 
with an engaging, modern, and connected TV platform—WebMD TV.

WebMD TV brings a fully-connected channel experience to 
bedsides and waiting rooms by offering thousands of videos, 
custom messaging, personalization features, and multiple points 
of activation that link people to services across your institution.

Your branded WebMD TV Channel will block competitor ads and 
prevent affiliating your hospital with controversial programming. 
WebMD TV reinforces the message that you have the resources 
your patients and visitors can count on–and presents it in a way 
your administrators, marketers, and practitioners can trust.

WebMD TV showcases your brand  
with customized content
WebMD TV lets you take greater control over the information 
people see and customize it with your own institutional branding.

Better patient 
experiences lead 
to better rankings
Our channels positively impact 
the patient experience and 
perception of your hospital. 
Nearly 60 percent of surveyed 
patients reported an improved 
opinion of the hospital based on 
viewing our channels. WebMD 
TV amplifies that experience 
with patient-approved channels 
customized for you.



Contact us today at 
webmdtv@webmd.net 
to talk about how WebMD 
TV can move your patients 
to better outcomes while 
amplifying your hospital’s 
reputation and reinforcing 
clinical protocols.

88%   
felt they learned  

about their  
health from TV

91%   
plan to take active  

steps toward  
better health

Moving People from  
Discovery to Recovery
Most large hospitals and clinics invest in the 
DIGITAL front door—websites, social media, and 
other platforms that engage consumers and 
express the brand. But only WebMD TV provides 
a platform through which you can continue that 
level of consumer engagement once people walk 
through your PHYSICAL front door. 

Enhancing the TV-to-Device Connection
WebMD TV helps patients and caregivers to stay connected with  
health information accessible through their own devices by enabling  
the scanning of QR codes for deeper dives into the information that  
YOU want viewers to see.

Educate. Elevate. Engage.

WebMD TV is your outcome-
driven communications partner
Part of a powerful suite of clinical and marketing 
services already trusted by major medical  
centers across North America, WebMD TV will  
help you achieve

 » Better patient outcomes

 » Sustained improvements in brand reputation

 » Measurable gains in market share

 » Increased revenue

 » Reinforcement for hospital and clinical initiatives

The next step to better health. 


